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ABSTRACT
A deeper understanding of human physiology, combined with improvements in sensing technologies,
is fulfilling the vision of affective computing, where applications monitor and react to changes in affect.
Further, the proliferation of commodity mobile devices is extending these applications into the natural en-
vironment, where they become a pervasive part of our daily lives. This work examines one such pervasive
affective computing application with significant implications for long-term health and quality of life adaptive
just-in-time interventions (AJITIs). We discuss fundamental components needed to design AJITIs based for
one kind of affective data, namely stress. Chronic stress has significant long-term behavioral and physical
health consequences, including an increased risk of cardiovascular disease, cancer, anxiety and depression.
This dissertation presents the state-of-the-art of Just-in-time interventions for stress. It includes a new archi-
tecture that is used to describe the most important issues in the design, implementation, and evaluation of
AJITIs. Then, the most important mechanisms available in the literature are described, and classified. The
dissertation also presents a simulation model to study and evaluate different strategies and algorithms for
interventions selection. Then, a new hybrid mechanism based on value iteration and monte carlo simulation
method is proposed. This semi-online algorithm dynamically builds a transition probability matrix (TPM)
which is used to obtain a new policy for intervention selection. We present this algorithm in two different
versions. The first version uses a pre-determined number of stress episodes as a training set to create a
TPM, and then to generate the policy that will be used to select interventions in the future. In the second
version, we use each new stress episode to update the TPM, and a pre-determined number of episodes to
update our selection policy for interventions. We also present a completely online learning algorithm for
intervention selection based on Q-learning with eligibility traces. We show that this algorithm could be used
by an affective computing system to select and deliver in mobile environments. Finally, we conducts post-
hoc experiments and simulations to demonstrate feasibility of both real-time stress forecasting and stress
intervention adaptation and optimization.
vii
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Advancements in pervasive computing are rapidly changing preventative healthcare. Under the status
quo, the average healthy individual visits the doctor rarely, perhaps just once a year. The doctor assesses
the patient and then may prescribe medications and recommend behavior changes (reduce fat consumption,
exercise more, etc.). One year later, the patient returns and this process is repeated. In the emerging new
model of health care, the patient carries sensors that monitor health in real-time, as the patient goes about
normal daily life [2]. A smartphone and cloud-based services assess monitored data at a much higher
frequency (on the order of minutes or seconds, if needed), allowing health interventions to be prescribed
and delivered more frequently and in the natural environment. This vision of intervention in the natural
environment is sometimes called Ecological Momentary Intervention (EMI) [2].
An important variation on EMI are adaptive just-in-time interventions (AJITIs) [3]. AJITIs leverage
real-time and historical information about the user to maximize the success of the intervention. The JITI
component of AJITI refers to the idea that the intervention is delivered precisely when needed (neither too
early nor too late; just in time). The A component of AJITIs refers to algorithms that aim to maximize inter-
vention success via real-time adaption of interventions to the user and their context. AJITIs search the space
of intervention parameters (i.e., intervention type, timing, and dose) to select the intervention that would
best address the user’s health at the current moment in time. Murphy and Chakraborty examined the use of
reinforcement learning [4] for this optimization. Rivera [5] models the problem using dynamic systems
and control theory. These optimization approaches have been used as a treatment mechanism for variety of
disorders such as: Smoking cessation, weight loss, anxiety reduction, and eating disorder reduction [6].
In this dissertation, we examine AJITIs for chronic stress. Stress is a “silent killer,” in that the negative
impacts of stress on the body are not instantaneously noticeable. Rather, the effects of stress accumulate
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over time and lead to significant wear and tear on the cardiovascular system. A well-designed AJITI system
could reduce this accumulation of negative effects by helping individuals reduce stress level on daily basis.
Building on previous work on the timing constraints imposed by AJITI [7], we identify a need for
dedicated intervention management as well as the ability to forecast health state in advance. The latter
enables intervention before a sudden increase in stress. We then propose a three layer architecture for
AJITIs: a continuous sensing layer, a real time stress recognition and forecasting layer, and an adaptive
intervention management module. Several mHealth systems include continuous sensing and health state
recognition [8,9]. However, to our knowledge, forecasting and real-time adaptive intervention components
have not yet been investigated in the literature. We investigate these two new components of the architecture
more closely with post-hoc simulations on real-world data.
1.1 Motivation
Several factors are driving a slow but steady shift in medicine. Today, doctors, hospitals, and clinics are
the center of healthcare. Optimistically, people visit the doctor maybe once per year, where they receive
expert advice, nudges (you really need to reduce your fat intake), treatments, and action plans, all within a
short 10-15 minute meeting with the doctor. Afterward, the patient goes back to his/her normal daily life
and the doctor moves on to the next patient.
Inexpensive wearable sensors, always-on internet connections, and computationally powerful smart-
phones are changing this model. Thanks to these technologies, the practice, distribution and delivery of
healthcare is becoming democratized, patient-driven, personalized, inexpensive, timely, and - perhaps most
important - preventative. The greatest potential of these new technologies is in preventing health problems
long before they happen. Imagine a smartphone that knows when a patient is craving a cigarette, and then
intervenes in some way to convince and prevent the user from smoking a cigarette. If we apply this vision
to other health problems, we may be able to short-circuit almost an entire class of common healthcare chal-
lenges, including obesity, diabetes, and some cancers. While the technology components exist to enable this
vision, several core challenges remain to make robust, mobile, cyber-physical health systems achieve it.
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1.2 Problem Statement
According to Murphy [4] AJITIs follow the same rules of any medical treatment. Additionally, it should
be possible to administrate these treatments beyond medical facilities, and at any time, hopefully without
interrupting the patient daily routines.
As any medical treatment, AJITIs include factors such as: Timing for administration or frequency,
doses or amount, and choosing the appropriate medication given the patient symptoms. Of course, instead
of considering the patient’s symptoms in AJITIs we are concerned about the user temporal context.
Thereby, the last factor can be re-stated as how to choose the intervention or set of them that minimize
the average number steps needed to relieve a patient from stress given his/her temporal context.
In this dissertation we address this last factor, and postpone the timing and doses for future work.
Thereby, we make an online selection of an effective personalized intervention given either the current user
temporal context or a predicted user stress state. In the first case, allowing us to deliver a stress mitigation
intervention, and in the second case a preventive one.
We address the first challenge by the use of reinforcement learning and propose a solution in the form
of Q-learning algorithm with eligibility traces. Besides, we show the feasibility of our proposal by a set of
simulations.
In order to address the second challenge, we use the framework constructed to address challenge one,
plus a mechanism to stress forecasting based on Hidden Markov Models. We explain our proposed solution
and again we show the feasibility of our solution, this time working with real data.
1.3 A Proposed System Architecture for Stress Interventions
We propose a three layer architecture for JITAIs that includes the following layers: Sensing and infer-
ence, prediction or forecasting, and online intervention selection. Figure 1.1 depicts the proposed architec-
ture.
As in other context-aware systems, the first layer is where sensing of user behavior and health state
occurs. It consists of sensing hardware and software to pass sensed samples on to the next layer. For
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Figure 1.1: A three layer architecture for stress just-in-time interventions.
example, in the experimental work described in later sections, the sensing layer consists of a two-lead ECG
and a Bluetooth connection to transmit captured samples to a smart phone.
The second layer has two components, a real-time recognizer and a real-time forecaster. The recognizer
processes samples from the sensing layer to determine the health state of the user. The forecaster uses the
current user’s health state (as determined by the recognizer) and other contextual information to predict
what the user’s health state will be in the near future. Thus the forecaster has a temporal dependency on
the recognizer. First, the user’s health state at time t is determined. Then, the forecaster can predict what
this health state will at time t + δ. This information is then passed on to the intervention layer, where the
decision to select a particular intervention is made.
For example, in the experimental work described in later sections, raw ECG data is passed from the
continuous sensing layer to the stress recognition layer. There, the ECG data is processed into heart rate
variability (HRV), a proxy for continuous stress. At the same time, HRV data is passed to a stress forecaster.
For every minute t, the forecaster produces a prediction of stress level at t + 1, t + 2,and t + 3 minutes in
the future.
Figure 1.2: Flow of the top-down stress three layer architecture.
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Figure 1.2 outlines the relationship between the inputs and output of the different layers, emphasizing
the advantages of using predicted stress values as input into intervention layer. Here, black lines represent
the flow and connection between the architecture layers when forecasted values are used. The goal of
anticipating an stressful event is to prevent the user from going through a traumatic experience.
Here, the first layer and the inference module in the second layer have the form of AutoSense [10], a
wearable sensor suit for stress recognition in real time that has been widely documented and tested in several
studies [11]. The details about these two components are out of the scope of this dissertation, however,
the second and third layer as well as the interaction between them are widely documented in Chapter 3,
Chapter 4, and Chapter 5, respectively.
1.4 Contributions
The main contributions of this dissertation are presented next. Each one of these contributions will be
elaborated in depth in subsequent chapters.
• A taxonomy for the classification of the Just-in-time intervention systems. The first contribution of
this dissertation is the presentation of the state-of-the-art in Just-in-time interventions systems (JITI).
After a general description of JITI systems and its main components, this dissertation defines the most
important issues to consider in the design, implementation, and evaluation of just-in-time intervention
mechanisms. Then, a three-level architecture is presented for classifying the mechanisms [12].
• A simulation framework. The second contribution of this dissertation is a simulation framework to
study and evaluate different strategies and algorithms for interventions selection. This modular frame-
work is based on an episodic modeling approach, and provides elements to simulate patient reaction
to intervention as well as a set of rules for the application of of intervention [13].
• A model-based mechanism for intervention selection based on Monte carlo simulation and value it-
eration. The fourth contribution of this dissertation is the introduction of a semi-online model based
on Monte carlo simulation and value iteration for intervention selection. This method builds a tran-
sition probability matrix (TPM) using a pre-determined number of episodes as a training set. This
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TPM can be used to create the policy that will be used during the whole process, or it can be updated
periodically in order to capture the changes in the user behavior over the time [13].
A model-based free mechanism for intervention selection based on Q-learning with eligibility traces.
The fifth contribution of this dissertation corresponds to a method for intervention selection based on
Q-learning with eligibility traces. Unlike the value iteration methods, Q-learning is an online method
with a time complexity that makes it suitable for mobile environments [14].
• A forecasting algorithm for psychological stress. The sixth contribution of this work corresponds to a
mechanism for stress forecasting based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM). This mechanism uses the
posterior predictive distribution density to make predictions with one, two, and three minutes in ahead.
We use Heart Rate Variability (HRV) a common proxy for stress as the input of our algorithm [14,15].
1.5 Structure of the Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 contains the related work, presenting the
three-level taxonomy of just-in-time interventions along with a qualitative evaluation of them. Chapter 3
presents a model-based method for intervention selection based on value iteration. Chapter 4 presents a
model free method for intervention selection based on Q-learning. Chapter 5 the performance evaluation.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation and presents possible areas of future research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Note to the Reader
Part of this chapter was published in the IEEE-Internet of Things Journal [16] and the proceedings
of following conferences: IEEE-PerCom 2012 [17], IEEE-PerCom CrowdSensing WS 2014 [18], IEEE-
LatinCom 2014 [19], and IEEE-SoutheastCon 2015 [12](to appear) .
2.2 Background
Thanks to the advent of mobile technologies and sensor miniaturization, it is possible for us to track
a patient’s health in real time [2]. Physiological data, such as skin temperature (ST), heart rate variability
(HRV), and respiration rate (RR), are usually collected through a set of sensors attached to the body of the
patient. Another set of less invasive sensors, such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, proximity sensors, GPS,
and microphones (which can be found in almost every smart phone), are often used to infer a user’s physical
activity as well as to provide some clues about the context of the user. Finally, a set of virtual sensors, such
as social sensors (which collect data from the user’s agenda) and incoming or outgoing calls, can be used in
combination with the array of sensors described previously to infer social behaviors.
Data streams coming from these sensors are used as the input of inference models. These inference
models usually have the form of machine learning algorithms, which are trained using ground true data to
recognize the condition of a patient [20]. For instance, by using respiration rate and accelerometer data,
it is possible to infer chest expansion. Similarly, by monitoring arm movement, we can infer smoking
behaviors [21]. Lastly, a stress model could use the arousal of physiological signals such as HRV, RR, and
ST to infer stress [8].
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JITI systems use these context-aware systems to recognize human conditions or behaviors (e.g., stress,
smoking) as a first layer of their architectures. On top of that layer is the recommender layer, where the
system takes as input continuous data streams coming from the first layer. Data from the first layer might
include inferences about the patients conditions, such as the likelihood of the user to be under stress, the
users approximate location, and the social context where the user might be.
Based on the information provided by the first layer, a recommender system in the second layer takes
the decision of whether or not to intervene. Additionally, if the decision is to intervene, the system has to
decide in an autonomous way when to intervene (i.e., the timing), the intervention doses, and chooses the
intervention that maximizes the effectiveness of the treatment.
The whole process described above is operated through a Cyber-Physical System (CPS). A CPS inte-
grates sensor perception, communication networks, and control feedback systems to control physical en-
tities [22]. In this work, we analyze the characteristics and potential of CPS with human-in-the-loop. In
this dissertation, the element to control has the form of human behaviors (e.g., eating disorders, alcohol and
smoking addictions, etc) or human mental states (e.g, psychological stress). In this dissertation, we will of-
ten use the control of psychological stress as a reference example. We selected this challenging task because
it will help us show the most recent advances in the design of MCPS-JITI systems. Figure 2.1 compares the
advantage of using MCPS-JITI to deliver an intervention for stress. In the picture, after identifying the right
time to interrupt the patient, the system delivers a mobile intervention, which helps the patient to cope with
a stressful situation and continue with his or her daily activities.
Figure 2.1: Mobile interventions vs non-intervention.
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Table 2.1: Common terms and abbreviations used in this dissertation.
Abbreviation Description
Users Participant of an intervention system
Participant Participant of an intervention system
CPS Cyber-physical Systems
MCPS Mobile CPS
JITI Just-in-time intervention
AJITI Adaptive JITI
MCPS-JITI System that combine MCPS and JITI
MDP Markov decision process
MABP Multi-armed bandit problem
ST Skin Temperature
RIP respiratory inductive plethysmograph
ECG Electrocardiogram
EEG Electroencephalogram
GSR Galvanic skin response
GPS Global positioning system
SVM Support vector machines
HRV Heart rate variability
RR Respiration rate
EMA Ecological momentary assessment
EMI Ecological momentary intervention
DTRAI Dynamic treatment regimes and adaptive in-
terventions
WSN-MN Wireless sensor network with mobile nodes
BAN Body area networks
2.3 Related Work and Background
Delivery of supportive therapies and treatments often takes place in medical facilities such as hospitals
and rehabilitation institutions. The disadvantage of this traditional approach is the limited access that the
average population has to public or private health systems. In addition, in some cases, the capacity of
health institutions is not enough to follow up with treatments for the entire patient population. Therefore,
institutions often have to prioritize based on the severity of the conditions and the availability of medical
personal and budget.
A first step to address this problem was the development of what is called Ecological Momentary As-
sessment (EMA) [23]. EMA was developed by the social behavioral community to gather user’s feedback in
real time. This feedback often has the form of descriptions about feelings or circumstances that took place
when a patient experienced a crisis(e.g., smoking cravings, stress). This feedback, which gathers a natural
environment and records in real time, is used later for treatment support. The logic about the use of EMA
is that patients in follow up sessions usually forget the details about the exact circumstances about what
happened when the crisis event took place.
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A second milestone toward treatment support in natural environments was the development of Ecological
Momentary Intervention (EMI) [2]. The goal of EMI is to complement and reinforce the treatments that
take place in the health institutions by the use of interventions in natural environments. EMI-EMA is used
to gather the user’s feedback (i.e.,written descriptions, non-sensor data), whereas EMI is used to provide
treatment in semi-real time. This support has the form a phone call or a text message sent by the physician
or caregiver. This combination has been used as a treatment mechanism for a variety of disorders such as:
Smoking cessation [21], weight loss [24], anxiety reduction [25] as well as eating disorder reduction [6]. In
all the cases, the intervention works in an asynchronous way (i.e., they are not just-in-time interventions),
they respond when the user requires help, and not by the activation of an automatic sensor-based system.
A recent research field, which deals with the creation of strategies for interventions and the evaluation
of their effectiveness, is called Dynamic Treatment Regimes and adaptive interventions (DTRAI) [3]. The
main components of DTRAI are factors such as the decision about whether or not to intervene, the timing,
and the intensity that maximizes the intervention’s effectiveness. An appealing characteristic of this ap-
proach is its adaptive component, which takes into account the differences among patients. That means that
treatments (i.e., sequence of interventions in a period of time) are tailored according to the characteristics
of each patient. Research projects in this field include the work of Murphy and Chakraborty [3, 4, 26] in
reinforcement learning as well as that of Rivera [5], who modeled the problem using dynamic systems and
control theory.
2.4 Hardware Architecture for CPS for JITI
2.4.1 Network Architecture
Figure 2.2 shows the network model for a CPS-JITI, which corresponds to a Wireless Sensor Network
with Mobile Nodes (WSN-MN). In this figure, each mobile node represents a Body Area Network (BAN)
that collects physiological sensor data from a patient (e.g. ECG) and sends these data or inferences made on
these data using a JITI server.
The WSN-MN operates in discrete time with a unit time slot t ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and at each time slot t the
mobile nodes can send sensor data to the JITI server by switching among any transmission method (e.g.,
WiFi direct, Bluetooth, and LTE direct) in order to minimize transmission costs.
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Figure 2.2: Network topology.
2.4.2 Wearable Body Area Network (WBAN)
2.4.2.1 Wearable Sensors
The task of these small and unobtrusive devices is to continuously measure a user’s physiological signals
and any other user-contextual information. They are often located in chest bands, waist bands, and embedded
in smart devices. The collected data is usually transmitted via Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) to
a mobile device for aggregation and processing.
2.4.2.2 Mobile Devices
The role of these smart devices is to receive and consolidate data from a variety of wearable sensors.
Additionally, the smart device may offer its own sensor data, such as acceleration, video, or speech. The
whole task of processing, inference (i.e., stress recognition), and user feedback (i.e., intervention manage-
ment and delivery) can take place in the smart device (i.e., compact model). Alternatively, the mobile device
can be used as a bridge where data from the different sensors is consolidated and then transmitted to the
cloud (i.e., extended model).
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2.4.2.3 Communication
Here, communication protocol depends on the systems hardware architecture model, the system may
use two different models. In the case of the compact model, the system can use a WPAN, which is usually
based on Bluetooth communication protocols.
2.4.2.4 Cloud Storage
This component only plays a role if we use an extended architectural model. The cloud transmits the
intervention data to the user’s mobile device, which in turn displays the intervention to the user via smart
device (e.g., smart phone, smart glasses).
2.5 CPS-JITIS System Architecture
To describe the main components of CPS-JITIS and their inner connections, we use a four layer archi-
tectural approach. For CPS-JITIS, the first layer includes elements such as sensing, signal processing, and
feature extraction. The second layer comprises the recognizer. This layer uses the features computed in
the first layer along with specific models to infer a human condition (e.g., stress, smoking). Often, these
models take the form of a machine learning algorithm trained and tested using ground true data. Layer three
is based on the feedback system, which takes as input the output of the recognizer. Layer three is where
the system decides when to intervene, intervention dosage, selection, and delivery. Finally, the fourth layer
corresponds to the set of interventions. Because the development of these therapeutic elements is usually
assigned to behavioral scientists and psychologists, it is out of the scope of this work. In this dissertation,
we briefly describe some psychological theories that motivate the JITIs.
2.5.1 Sensing and Human Condition Recognition Layer
The CPS-JITIS sensing layer is the architecture’s physical layer. The goal of this component is to
continuously sense the user’s vital signals in order to obtain signals at sampling rates that are adequate for
data analysis and inference. These signals are sent either to the mobile phone (e.g., via Bluetooth) or to the
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JITI server (e.g, via TCP/IP), where processing and feature extraction take place. Figure 2.3 shows the flow
chart of the process [27].
Figure 2.3: Sensing layer process flow.
Commonly used sensors for detecting human condition such as stress or smoking behaviors include:
Electrocardiogram (ECG) sensors, which consist of electrodes that measure the electrical pulses of the heart;
respiratory inductive plethysmograph (RIP) sensors, which measure relative lung volume and breathing rate;
electroencephalogram (EEG) sensors, which measure the electrical signals produced by neural activity in
the brain; and also galvanic skin response (GSR) sensors [28] and skin temperature thermistors. Sharma and
Gedeon [27] survey these sensors and metrics used to recognize stress.
Another set of sensors often embedded in the mobile phone include: Global Positioning System (GPS),
tri-axis accelerometers, gyroscopes, microphones, light sensors, humidity sensors, proximity sensors, and
thermometers. This set of sensors is used to infer activities based on location, environmental conditions, and
social context. A set of systems that combines the previous set of sensors to infer stress includes [8,9,29,30].
Finally, a set of models use as input a combination of physiological features, location, and social context
to infer physical activities [31] and mental states and emotions [20]. Examples include, smoking behav-
iors [32], and psychological stress models [20]. These statistical models are often created using machine
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learning techniques such as decision trees, support vector machines (SVM), bayesian classifiers, clustering
[33, 34], and hidden markov models [27].
2.5.2 Feedback Control System Layer
This is one of the most important layers, and the focus of this dissertation. This layer takes as input the
output of the recognition layer (e.g., stress, non-stress) at discrete time slots t ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Depending on
the user’s state at time t, a control feedback system decides whether or not to intervene. The output of this
layer is a policy or set of rules p that dictates the time, dosage, and the intervention to be delivered, given
user’s state at time t.
Figure 2.4: CPS with a human in the loop.
2.5.2.1 Modeling the How to Choose the Right Intervention
The problem of selecting an intervention a, given the user’s state at time t, is often modeled as a multi-
arm bandit problem (MABP) [35, 36]. Weber et al. [37] describes MABP using a metaphor in which a
gambler has the opportunity to play any of n slot machines (known as one-armed bandits). The gambler has
to decide which machines to play, how many times to play each machine, and the order in which to play
the machines in order to maximize his or her total discounted reward. The main objective of this modeling
approach is to select the intervention (i.e., the slot machine arm) and then maximize the average reward in
the long term. Thus, the system delivers this one intervention at a specific time on the basis of its experience
and observations to date.
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The MABP is formally described in terms of Markov Decision Process (MDP) [38]. In this modeling
framework (i.e., MDP), the user is referred to as the environment, and it is modeled as a random variable
that can switch between one or several states (e,g., stress, non-stress). These states are also influenced by a
control signal (i.e., intervention) provided by an agent or observer. The system or observer is continuously
sensing the environment reaction to the control signal with the objective of stabilizing the system.
An MDP is characterized by four main elements: A set of states S, a set of actions A, and a set of
rewards R. Thereby, we are interested in Pa(s, s
′
) (see Equation 3.1), the probability to reach the state s
′
at time t+ 1, given that action a was taken at time t.
Pa(s, s
′
) = Pr(ss+1 = s
′|st = s, at = a) (2.1)
In addition, we observe Ra(s, s
′
), the immediate reward received after switching from state s to state s
′
to evaluate the effectiveness of applying intervention a.
There are two well defined methods to solve an MDP: The model-free, and model-based approaches.
The model-free method is utilized when the effect of applying an intervention on the user’s state is unknown.
This is the case when we have to learn a policy by using experience. Common approaches include the
use of reinforcement learning algorithms such Q-learning and monte carlo methods [39]. These methods
take advantage from the experience and do not need Pa(s, s
′
). Recommendation systems based on these
techniques include PopTherapy [40], MoodWings [41], and Calma [14].
On the other hand, when we know in advance the intervention effect on the user’s states, the common
solution is to use dynamic programming techniques such as policy or value iteration [39]. Systems following
this model include LED [42] and work of Yasavur [43] and Reza [44] on Alcohol Interventions.
2.5.2.2 Modeling the Doses
Control theory (CT) offers an alternative modeling framework for the design and implementation of
behavioral health interventions. In this framework, it is common to represent a patient condition with a fluid
contained in a tank or reservoir. Figure 2.5 shows how a patient’s condition PF (t) is dependent on I(t),
and D(t), especially from the set of interventions and disturbances respectively.
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Figure 2.5: Patient condition representation.
This model associates the idea of maintaining an adequate fluid level in the tank with a user’s health
condition and wellbeing. Equation 2.2 shows that a patient’s condition after a time interval T is dependent
on factors such as the patient’s current condition PF (t); the sum of the applied intervention at the time
interval T times a constant kl; and the sum of all disturbances or problems that reduce the fluid level at the
same time interval (see Equation 2.3).
PF (t+ T ) = pf(t) +Kll(t)−D(t) (2.2)
D(t) =
n∑
i=1
i24 (2.3)
Figure 2.6 shows the effect of disturbances D(t) (i.e. layoffs and illnesses) and interventions I(t) on
the PF level. Notice how the control system stabilizes the patient’s condition (solid blue curb) by using
interventions. In the figure, the red line represents a healthy patient or a patient under normal conditions.
2.5.2.3 Intervention Dosage Control System
Once the model representation (e.g., tank model) of the variable of interest(e.g., stress) is chosen, we
can proceed with the design of the control system. Figure 2.7 shows a block diagram for a simple feedback
control system.
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Figure 2.6: Effect of disturbances and interventions on the patient condition.
Figure 2.8 shows the previous block diagram, illustrated now as a control model based on the tank
representation. This controller [45] applies a set of decision rules to determine the dosage of the intervention.
In the figure, sensor LT continuously senses the tank’s fluid level and notifies the controller the time to open
or close the flow of interventions. Notice that the disturbances D are independent from the set of other
variables of the system, and the role of the control mechanism is to compensate for the negative effects of
D.
Other techniques for designing advanced control systems such as predictive, adaptive, and optimal con-
trol have been used in the design of intervention systems for HIV and smoking cessation [45–47]. Finally,
Doboeck and Bergerman [48, 49] use the tank reservoir model to represent the negative impact of stress in
older populations.
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Figure 2.7: Control feed-back system.
Figure 2.8: Feedback block diagram.
2.5.2.4 Modeling the Timing to Deliver an Intervention
Mobile phones have changed the way to obtain information. By using search engines such as Google or
Yahoo, users can access information located anywhere at anytime. However, as Pejovic and Musolesi [50]
emphasize, accessibility does not necessarily imply reachability. Studies such as [51, 52] reveal that in-
terruptions at wrong times might increase the user’s stress, reduce a worker’s performance, and increase
chances of error. In the mobile environment interruptions have the form of notifications through text mes-
sages, emails, and calendar reminders that often pop up in the phone interface.
Recent works in anticipatory mobile computing [53–55] show that user’s contextual information such
as location, physical and social context, activities, and emotions determine the user’s interruptivity. Hence,
the challenge is to develop intelligent applications that leverage the user’s contextual information to deliver
notifications without causing unpleasant interruptions to recipients.
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Some projects in mobile notification and interruptivity include the work of Pejovic [50] and Sarker et
al. [55]. In the first case, the authors present, InterruptMe an interruption management library for android
smart phones. The library uses a set of interruptivity models that have been trained and tested using post-
mortem analysis of interruption traces. In the second case, the authors present an exploratory research in
the context notification delivery for just-in-time interventions (JITI). This work explores the factors that
influence the delay or quick response to JITI notifications. In addition, the authors propose an approach to
determine a user’s availability to engage in JITI’s tasks that include the use of micro-incentives.
2.5.3 Theoretical Foundation for Development of Mobile Interventions
We briefly describe some of the psychological theories that motivate the development of mobile inter-
ventions, particularly for stress reduction. The work of [56] is a system inspired by the Proteus Effect, which
states that manipulating the avatar’s appearance and behavior affects the user’s behavior. Other projects in
this direction include the work of Murray and Jaimes [56,57]. Other psychological theories such as positive
psychology‘ [58], and Cognitive Behavioral Theory [59] have been used in [40] and [60].
2.6 Other Design Issues
2.6.1 Privacy
An important design issue is to address the privacy concerns of patients regarding the disclosure of
continuously-collected physiological, behavioral, and psychological data. In fact, Raij et al. [61] found that
people do not understand the potential privacy threats associated with having their data recorded. In another
study Taylor et al. [62] explore the vulnerability of pervasive health systems in terms of data sensitivity,
especially when multiple devices communicate and share the data. Finally, Jaimes et al. [63] explore the
role of trust in personal informatics systems.
2.6.2 Incentive Mechanism to Encourage User Engagement
A key factor for the success of any strategy that involves the use of Mobile interventions is user engage-
ment. Health interventions tend to be activities that aim to help patients to cope with a harmful situation
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(e.g., stressful event). However, if the patient does not accomplish the task, the intervention will not have
any effects. In a recent study that involved 30 participants in a week-long field study, Raij et al. [64] ex-
plored the effects of micro-incentives on participants in crowd sourcing schemes. Sarker et al. [55] found
that micro-incentives and compensations affect the interest of participants studies that aimed to observe Just-
in-time interventions. Other studies include the work of Jaimes et al. [17–19, 65] in the context of crowd
sensing incentive techniques.
2.7 Remarks
To the best of our understanding, this is the first work that surveys the state of the art of design techniques
for construction of MCPS-JITI systems. Our work includes the following contributions: First, we propose a
set of design issues which can be used as metrics to evaluate MCPS-JITI systems. Then, we propose a three-
layer architecture for MCPS-JITI systems and explain the engineering concepts behind the different design
alternatives. Third, we survey current MCPS-JITI systems based on the similarities between each system
and each layer of our proposed architecture. Finally, we propose a set recommendations and guidelines
for future research. Therefore, this dissertation becomes an important tool for the selection of appropriate
techniques in the design of Mobile Cyber-Physical Systems for Health interventions.
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CHAPTER 3
A MODEL-BASED MECHANISM FOR INTERVENTION SELECTION
3.1 Note to the Reader
Part of this chapter was already accepted for publication and will appear in the proceedings of IEEE-
SoutheastCon 2015 [13].
3.2 Introduction
In this chapter we propose an algorithm framework based on Value Iteration and Monte Carlo Methods
to choose the intervention or set of interventions that minimize the average number of steps needed to relieve
a patient from a health condition. Our algorithm is designed to work with data streams as those produced by
applications such as AutoSense, where every t seconds a new fresh data-inference (e.g., stress, non-stress)
shows up. In this context, our system decides what the best treatment to administer is, given a patient’s state.
Value iteration is a well-known model-based method used to solve MDPs when a Transition Probability
Matrix (TPM) is available, especially when we know the effect of the interventions on the patients. A key
contribution of this dissertation is the introduction of a new algorithm based on Monte Carlo (MC) methods,
which allows to learn a TPM from a few episodes.
3.3 Modeling the Components
3.3.1 Simulating the Patient Reaction to Interventions
We simulate a patient’s reaction to an intervention by creating a distribution p(s|t1, . . . , tN ) that corre-
sponds to the probability of not having stress under a set of treatments ti. We sample from a beta distribution
with the parameters shown in Table 4.1, where most of the probability mass is concentrated near zero. Thus,
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most of the treatment combinations will be inefficient, while a few of them will have a greater chance of
relieving the patient. The rationale behind using this distribution, is to show the ability of our framework to
learn the most effective treatments from just few successful examples.
3.3.2 Modeling an Episode
There are two main approaches to model a patient’s condition in the reinforcement learning framework,
namely episodic and continuous [39]. In the former, a patient’s condition (e.g., patient stress) naturally
breaks down into a sequence of separate episodes. In the latter, a patient is seen as a subject of continuous
study that changes from one state to another from the time of his/her birth until the time of his/her death.
In this work we model a patient’s condition such as stress in terms of episodes. We consider an episode
as the duration of time between the moment when stress is detected and the moment when the patient shows
no more sign of stress, or when there are no more interventions to deliver.
We state the following design constraints: 1) Just one intervention of each type can be delivered in each
episode and 2) the order of the delivery does not affect the outcome.
3.3.3 Modeling Rewards
A positive reward rrelieve is given whenever the system succeeds in treating the patient; a zero reward
rintervention is given after an intervention ends in a non-terminal or no-absorbing state; and a negative reward
is given when the episode ends in a terminal or absorbing state.
Thereby, the problem is then to find a policy pi : S × A → A that maximizes the expected reward,
which is equivalent to relieving the patient’s stress while minimizing the number of interventions. Here, A
corresponds to the number of available interventions and S to the number of q-states.
3.4 Algorithm Framework
This proposed framework includes four algorithms: Online Selection of an Effective Personalized Just-
in-Time Intervention (OSEPJITI), LearningSTP, ComputingPolicy, and ApplyIntervention algorithms. OS-
EPJITI can be seen as a combination of the other algorithms. While LearningSTP tackles the problem of
learning a TPM, ComputingPolicy uses that TPM to learn the policy that will guide the process of choosing
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interventions for a set of episodes. Finally, these interventions are applied using the ApplyIntervention algo-
rithm. Here, we present OSEPJITI in two different flavors: Using the same policy during the whole set of
episodes or updating it every fixed number of episodes. (OSEPJITI-update). The remainder of this section
explains the details about the algorithms and how they work together.
3.4.1 Learning the TPMs
So far, we have discussed how to model our problem as a MDP. However, solving an MDP using a
model-based optimization approach, such as value-iteration, requires knowledge about the system model
(i.e., TPM). We use First-visit MC method [39] to solve the MDP. Following a random policy, First-visit
MC generates a pre-defined number of episodes (i.e., training) of different length.
Then, for each state s appearing in the episode, it computes the return following the first occurrence of
s, accumulates it, and averages it as the ratio between the number of times we took action a in state s and
got to s′, and the number of times we took action a in state s. As a result, we obtain the maximum likelihood
estimates for the TPM, see Equation 3.1
Psas′ =
times we took action a in state s and got to s’
times we took action a in state s
(3.1)
Algorithm 1 depicts the estimation process. Let us, define A as the number of interventions, and
S = 2A + 1 as the number q-states (i.e., intervention-actions states) plus a stress relief state. Therefore, at
the beginning, the multi-array Psas′ of dimensions S×S×A is created to store the values of TPMs. Initially,
Psas′ , which works as a counter, is set to zero. Then, the system runs for a predetermined number of episodes
(i.e.,TrainingSize) choosing interventions according to the random policy pi. The chosen intervention a
is applied using the ApplyIntervention() function, resulting in a transition from state s to state s
′
. This
transition is recorded and accumulated in Psas′(xindex, yindex, intervention). After the end of the for-
loop, Psas′ is updated using the HandleConstrains() function, which addresses the cases when the value
of equation 3.1 is 00 . Finally, the ratio shown in equation 3.1 is computed by the Normalize() function,
which normalizes to 1 the rows of Psas′ .
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Algorithm 1: LearningSTP.
input : RandomPolicy, S, A, TrainingSize
output: Psas′
begin
A← numInterventions;
qS← 2A + 1;
Psas′ ← array[S][S][A];
Psas′ ← 0 ;
for i← 1 to TrainingSize do
stress← True;
treatment← All available no intervention applied so far;
while stress← True and Treatment← Available do
intervention = RandomPolicy (treatment);
(newstress, newtreatment)= ApplyIntervention (stress, treatment, model);
xindex = bi2de(newtreatment) +1;
if newstress = True then
yindex = xindex;
else
yindex = S;
end
Psas′(xindex, yindex, intervention)++;
stress=newstress;
treatment = newtreatment;
end
end
Psas′ ← HandleConstrains (Psas′);
Psas′ ← Normalize (Psas′);
return Psas′ ;
end
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3.4.2 The Algorithm
Algorithm 2: OSEPJITI algorithm.
input : S, A, γ, TrainingSize, numEpisodes
output: A state transition probability matrix STPM
begin
for each combination a of interventions and s states do
model← sampleBeta(alpha=.1, beta=1);
end
Psas′ ← LearningSTP (S, A,TrainingSize, pi );
Policy← ComputingPolicy (Psas′ , Rsas′ , S, A, γ );
intercount← array(1,numEpisodes);
for i← 1 to numEpisodes do
stress← true;
treatment← All available no intervention applied so far;
while stress← True and Treatment← All-available do
intervention← Policy(treatment);
(newstress, newtreatment)= ApplyIntervention (stress, treatment, model);
/* Optional update Psas′ */
//Psas′ ← LearningSTP (S, A, i);
stress=newstress;
treatment = newtreatment;
iterationPerEpisode++;
end
/* Optional update Policy */
if i%10 = 0 then
//Policy← ComputingPolicy (Psas′ , Rsas′ , S, A, γ );
else
end
intercount(i)← iterationPerEpisode;
end
return intercount;
end
Algorithm 2 depicts our online mechanism to select Just-in-time interventions. At the beginning, we cre-
ate a model that represents the conditional probability of not having stress s′, given that the patient received
an intervention a or set of interventions when he/she was in state s i.e., p(s′ = relieved|s, a1, . . . , an). This
model has the form of an array structure of dimensions ST ×ST...×ST , where ST is the number of stress
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states (different from the q-states), and number of interventions is the number of times that ST appears in
this product.
At the heart of the OSEPJITI algorithm is the LearningTPM function, which is executed for a pre-
determined number of times (TrainingSize) with the objective of learning the system’s model or TPM.
The output of LearningTPM Psas′ is used as input of ComputingPolicy function. This function, represented
by the Algorithm 3, uses value iteration, a dynamic programming approach to find a semi-optimal policy.
This policy indicates the intervention that will be applied to the patient given his/her clinical story (i.e.,
treatments applied so far). The variable intercount counts how many times per episode the system takes to
find the correct intervention or combination of interventions that relieve patients from stress.
Algorithm 3: ComputingPolicy.
input : Psas′ , Rsas′ , S, Psas′ , A, γ
output: semi-optimal Policy Policy
begin
foreach q-state do
Q(s, a)← 0;
end
repeat
forall the q-states, s,a do
Qk[s, a] =
∑
s′ Psas′(Rsas′ + γmaxa′Qk−1[s
′, a′]);
end
until (Qk[s, a]−Qk−1[s, a]) < ;
foreach state s do
Policy[s]← argmaxaQ[s, a];
end
return Policy;
end
Setting stress to true indicates that an episode only starts when a patient is in stress state. In addition,
the treatment variable is set to all available, which means that no intervention has been applied so far.
The body of the while-loop corresponds to an episode. Thus, while the patient is in stress state and
there are interventions available to apply, the algorithm picks an intervention using the Policy. The chosen
intervention is used as part of the input of the ApplyIntervention function. This function, represented by
Algorithm 4, uses the model (i.e., sampled for a Beta distribution) and a probabilistic roulette approach to
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Algorithm 4: ApplyIntervention.
input : model,treatment, intervention
output: newstress, newtreatment
begin
newtreatment← treatment;
newtreatment(treatment)← true;
index← treatment;
Prelieved ← 1-model(index);
if rand < Prelieved then
newstress = true;
else
newstress = false;
end
return newstress newtreatment;
end
determine whether the patient was relieved from stress or not and his/her new treatment status. Finally, the
stress and treatment states are updated as a result of having applied the intervention.
After the while-loop block, there is an optional step that consists of updating the state’s transition prob-
abilities Psas′ and the system the policy. We can reduce the computational cost of computing these values
in every episode by keeping counts for both the number of times action a was taken in state s and went to
state s′, and the number of times action a was taken in state s. Then as we observe more episodes, we can
simply keep accumulating those counts. On the other hand, having an updated Psas′ it is easy to recompute
the policy. In fact, we do not need to re-compute it on every episode. Instead, this can be done sporadically
to improve the prediction power of the policy.
3.5 Performance Evaluation
This section describes how we modeled the different parts of the intervention system and presents the
results of the performance evaluation.
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3.5.1 Modeling the OSEPJITI System Components
The OSEPJITI mechanism works in episodes as follows. First of all, an episode only begins when
the user emotional state is recognized as in stress. Initially, all the possible treatments are set to ∅ or
available. The mechanism works in two main stages. The first stage accumulates experience about the
system dynamics by the creation of a state transition probability matrix (TPM) see Algorithm 1. This
experience is optimized by Algorithm 3 which uses value iteration, a dynamic programming technique to
produce a semi-optimal policy.
The second stage is represented by Algorithm 2, which is in charge of applying the policy obtained
in first stage by Algorithm 4. The second stage might take two different approaches. The first approach
uses the policy computed during the first stage to choose interventions given the current user state during
the entire process. In contrast, in the second approach, the TPM is re-computed on every iteration and the
policy is updated every fixed number of episodes as shown at the end of Algorithm 2. The second approach
is meant to capture the possible change in the user behavior in the long run.
The first and second stage use the same mechanism to apply interventions (see Algorithm 4). An im-
portant parameter of this algorithm is the user’s reaction to interventions model, p(s = relieved|t1, ..., tk),
which corresponds to the conditional probability of relieve given the user has received a set of interventions.
These probabilities are simulated by a β distribution with parameters shown in Table 4.1, in which most of
the mass is accumulated near to zero.
3.5.2 Experiment Parameters
An exhaustive search for the best set of parameters for the OSEPJITI algorithm was made. Table
5.5 summarizes the parameters, the search space, and the best result. Each set of parameters was evaluated
by running the OSEPJITI system over ten simulations with different random patient models. The mean
number of intervention was the chosen metric to minimize. The obtained set of parameters were used for
the remaining experiments.
On the other hand, Table 4.1 shows the parameters of the β distribution. For OSEPJITI and OSEPJITI,
γ value was 0.9.
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Table 3.1: OSEPJITI parameter search data.
Parameter Min Value Step Max Value Best value
γ 0.7 0.05 1 -6
relief reward 10 10 100 .8
Table 3.2: Beta distribution parameters for no stress probability sampling.
Parameter Value
α 0.1
β 1
3.5.3 Experiments
A set of experiments are included. It is meant to compare the performance of OSEPJITI and OSEPJITI-
update against a random policy. We compare the average number of steps per episode that these methods
take in order to find the correct intervention or combination of interventions that relieve patients from a
condition such as stress. Here, the x-axis corresponds to the number of episodes and the y-axis to the
average number of steps needed to find the right treatment that relieves the patient from stress.
We explore different values for the TrainingSize parameter which corresponds to the number of
episodes used to create the TPM.
Figure 3.1 compares the performance of a random policy against the policies obtained by the OSEPJITI
and OSEPJITI-update algorithms. Here, OSVOJITI-update upgrades the TPM on every episode and the
policy on every ten episodes, both algorithms are trained using 40 episodes. We observe that OSVOJITI-
update slightly outperforms OSVOJITI in terms of the average number of steps per episode needed to relieve
a patient from a condition such as stress.
Finally, we use a histogram to compare the performance of OSEPJITI, OSEPJITI-update, and random
policy. In order to reach statistical significance, we run 500 episodes 100 times. Figure 5.7 shows the
average and standard deviation of the 100 runs. Again, we used 40 episodes to train both algorithms, and
OSVOJITI-update upgrades the TPM on every episode and the policy on every ten episodes.
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Figure 3.1: Random policy Vs OSEPJITI, and OSEPJITI-update TrainingSize =40.
Figure 3.2: Average of 100 runs, random policy Vs, OSEPJITI, OSEPJITI-update.
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3.6 Remarks
To the best of our understanding, this is the first work that uses value iteration to build transition proba-
bility matrix for just-in-time interventions.
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CHAPTER 4
A MODEL-BASED FREE METHOD FOR INTERVENTION SELECTION
4.1 Note to the Reader
Part of this chapter was published in the proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Body Area
Networks BodyNets 2014 [14]. Appendix A includes the permission to reuse such work in the dissertation.
4.2 Introduction
Several factors are driving a slow but steady shift in medicine. Today, doctors, hospitals, and clinics are
the center of healthcare. Optimistically, people visit the doctor maybe once per year, where they receive
expert advice, nudges (”you really need to reduce your fat intake”), treatments, and action plans, all within
a short 10-15 minute meeting with the doctor. Afterward, the patient goes back to his/her normal daily life
and the doctor moves on to the next patient.
Inexpensive wearable sensors, always-on internet connections, and computationally powerful smart-
phones are changing this model. Thanks to these technologies, the practice, distribution and delivery of
healthcare is becoming democratized, patient-driven, personalized, inexpensive, timely, and perhaps most
important, preventative. The greatest potential of these new technologies is in preventing health problems
long before they happen. Imagine a smartphone that knows when a patient is craving a cigarette, and then
intervenes in some way to convince and prevent the user from smoking a cigarette. If we apply this vi-
sion to other health problems, we may be able to short-circuit almost an entire class of common healthcare
challenges, including stress, obesity, diabetes, and some cancers. While the technology components exist
to enable this vision, several core challenges remain to make robust, mobile, cyber-physical health systems
achieve it.
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Figure 4.1: Hardware architecture of a context-aware mobile system.
In this dissertation, we examine JITAIs for chronic stress. Stress has a negative impact on the human
physiology not instantaneously noticeable. Rather, the effects of stress accumulate over time and lead to
significant wear and tear on the cardiovascular system. A well-designed JITAI system could reduce this
accumulation of negative effects by helping individuals reduce stress level on a daily basis.
Building on previous work on the timing constraints imposed by JITAI [7], we identify a need for
dedicated intervention management as well as the ability to forecast health state in advance. The latter
enables intervention before a sudden increase in stress. We then propose a three layer architecture for
JITAIs: a continuous sensing layer, a real time stress recognition and forecasting layer, and an adaptive
intervention management module. Several mHealth systems include continuous sensing and health state
recognition [8,9]. However, to our knowledge, forecasting and real-time adaptive intervention components
have not yet been investigated in the literature. We investigate these two new components of the architecture
more closely with post-hoc simulations on real-world data.
We ran a set experiments to show that it is feasible to forecast physiological variables associated with
stress with up to 3 minutes in advance. We developed a forecasting mechanism based Hidden Markov
Models (HMM) that computes the posterior predictive distribution to forecast the most like elements in the
sequence. We evaluated the forecast error using two well known error indexes mean absolute error (MAE),
and root mean square error (RMSE). We found that the value of these errors is less than half of the standard
deviation of the actual data which according to author such Singh [66] is an indication of an appropriate
model. In addition, we reached an agreement of 89% between the actual and forecasted data using three
hidden states and training the HMM with one thousand elements.
Another key innovation of this dissertation is the use of Q-Learning to select any number of interventions
at any number of time points. In previous work, Nahum-Shani et al [67] introduced the notion of using
Q-learning for adaptive intervention. They used Q-Learning with linear regression to choose from two
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interventions at two points in time. This intervention frequency and quantity was chosen because of the
nature of medical practice, in which health professionals and patient interact infrequently, and there are little
opportunities to deliver known interventions and try new ones. With the expansion of pervasive technology
into our daily lives, it is now possible to deliver health interventions at far more frequent intervals and to try
a much larger set of interventions over a longer period of time. We adapt Q-Learning to enable selection and
delivery of interventions via pervasive, always-on, always-available technologies by introducing eligibility
traces. The adaptations we describe here are an important step toward taking advantage of the characteristics
of pervasive systems to improve health care.
4.3 Adaptive Just-in-Time Interventions
4.3.1 Modeling the Intervention Dynamics
We model the problem of selecting the intervention that maximizes the intervention effectiveness, as a
Markov Decision Process (MDP). Here, at every decision point t, the system observes the user stress state
s, and based on the observation selects an intervention a from a set A of available ones. As result, the user
makes a transition to a new stress state s
′
with transition probability P (s
′ |s, a) and returns a reward R(a, s)
[39].
Initially, we don’t assume any knowledge about the intervention’s effect on the user’s stress state.
Thereby, the algorithm has to learn and optimize the selection of the right intervention in real time, namely
we do not consider a face of training and another of testing.
Reinforcement Learning (RL) [39] seems to be an appealing modeling framework to optimize the effec-
tiveness of stress interventions, because it is designed to solve multi-stage delayed-result decision problems.
In particular, we use an episodic Q-Learning(λ) (QL(λ)) algorithm.
4.3.2 Modeling a Stress Episode
We model our problem in terms of episodes or rounds. We consider an stress episode as the interval
between the time when stress is detected (or forecasted) and the time when the patient shows no more sign
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of stress. Additionally, only one intervention of each type can be delivered in each episode. Thus, an episode
is also considered terminated if no other intervention is left to be delivered.
Let A¯ = (a1 . . . aM ) be the possible treatments that can be delivered to the patient during an episode of
stress. Let At = ai the set of treatments given to the patient so far in the episode. Since an episode ending
implies the patient has been relieved from stress, those interventions, namely the ones applied before the
ending of the episode, are considered to have failed in curing the patient.
Then, we define the QL state at time t as St = A. We interpret A as a set instead of an ordered list. The
underlying assumption is that the order in which treatments are delivered is not important. This assumption
greatly reduces the state space. Notice, however, that the number of possible states still grows exponentially
with the number of interventions.
A positive reward rrelief is given whenever the system succeeds in treating the patient and a negative
reward rintervention is given after each intervention. The problem is then to find the policy pi : S × A→ A
that maximizes the expected reward, which is equivalent to relieving the patient’s stress while minimizing
the number of interventions.
Eligibility traces were implemented to improve the algorithm learning rate using a memory decay factor
λ. Thus, the implemented algorithm is a QL(λ) algorithm. No discount factor γ was used given the episodic
nature of the problem.
Exploration and exploitation were balanced through the use of an -greedy strategy, were  depended
on the relation between the value of the best known choice and the sum of all values for that state. Thus,
exploration was performed with a probability as stated in Equation 4.1.
p(exploration, s) = (1− Q(s, a
∗)∑
aQ(s, a))
) (4.1)
where a∗ corresponds to the action with the highest estimated value. Algorithm 5 summarizes one iteration
of the simultaneous decision-making and learning process of the QL(1) algorithm.
4.3.2.1 Time Complexity for the Intervention Selection Algorithm
Koenig and Simmons [68] showed that the worse-case complexity of reaching a goal state has a bound
of O(n3) for Q-learning, and O(n2) action executions for value-iteration, with n the number of states. In
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Algorithm 5: QL(1) Online selection algorithm.
input : stress levels detected or forecasted
output: the set of interventions to select
begin
forall the state action do
value(state, action) = 1
end
while stress and there are more interventions to perform do
i = chooseIntervention (treatment, value);
stress = applyIntervention (treatment, intervention);
r = reward (treatment, intervention, stress);
maxVal = max(value([treatment + intervention]));
updateETrace (treatment, intervention);
applyQLLearningRule (treatment, intervention, reward, maxVal);
end
end
our case, the number of q-states or state-actions in Algorithm 5 is dependent on the number of interventions
A, namely the number of state-actions is N = 2A + 1. Thereby, in the worst-case scenario the loop will go
up to A, causing a worst-case time complexity of O(A23A), namely an exponential complexity in terms of
the number of interventions.
4.3.3 Modeling the Patient Reaction to Interventions
We modeled a patient reaction to an intervention by creating an artificial distribution p(s|t1, . . . , tN ) cor-
responding to probability of not having stress under a set of treatments. We sample from a beta distribution
with the parameters shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Beta distribution parameters for no stress probability sampling.
Parameter Value
α 0.1
β 1
Figure 4.2 shows the plot for this distribution. As one can see, most of the probability mass is concen-
trated near zero. Thus, most of the treatment combinations will be inefficient, while a few of them will have
a greater chance of relieving the patient.
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Figure 4.2: Beta distribution for probability sampling.
4.3.4 Design Considerations
The question of whether intervention’s outcomes are independent of each other or not plays an important
role in the design of JITIs systems because it affects the difficulty of the problem. If the interventions’
outcomes are independent of each other, simple statistical approaches can be used to find the set of most
effective interventions for a given patient. Then, the system would always try to deliver those interventions
in decreasing order of effectiveness. However, in the medical setting, there is consensus that previous
interventions may influence the effectiveness of new ones. We argue in favor of this statement with a
graphical model of the stochastic outcome of different interventions. Figure 4.3 depicts the model in which
the stress state s depends on the combination of N independent interventions ij and a set of M attributes ak
that define the patient.
The joint probability p(s, a1, .., aM , i1, .., iN ) is then split into different factors expressing the effective-
ness of each intervention under the patient attributes, according to Equation 4.2. Note that, in this case,
intervention outcomes are indeed independent of each other.
p(s, a1, .., aM , i1, .., iN ) =
j=N∏
j=1
φ(s, a1, .., aM , ij) (4.2)
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Figure 4.3: Graphical models of the patient’s stress.
As the complete set of attributes can never be known, i.e. the factors that affect the effectiveness of each
intervention cannot be fully determined, we would like to work with the marginal distribution p(s, i1, ...iN ).
Then, due to marginalization of the attribute variables, the graphical model turns into the one shown in Figure
4.3. Under this assumption, the effectiveness of each intervention becomes dependent on one another.
Consequently, the decision regarding which intervention to apply at a given moment must take into
account the outcomes of previous given ones.
The previous insight also suggests that the solution to this problem could be improved by introducing
additional context. Firstly, in the case of JITIs for stress, context information such as the time of the day and
the patient’s location could give clues about the cause for the stress, which could be taken into account when
selecting the interventions to apply. In addition, extra context such as whether physical activity is being
performed by the patient may be important to distinguish a true or false event of stress (i.e. physical activity
and stress have similar effects in the physiology). Finally, an a priori questionnaire could gather information
of the patient’s preferences of possible interventions.
4.4 Relationship Among Interventions, Treatments and Q-states, a Short Example
The following example using just two interventions illustrates our approach.
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We consider two interventions a, and b. Then the state of the QL algorithm is fully determined by the
applied interventions plus the relieved state (r), resulting in the set of possible states {∅, a, b, ab, r}.
Figure 4.4: Q-states transition graph.
Figure 4.4 shows the transition between Q-states (i.e., ovals) given that an intervention has been applied
(i.e., squares). In this example, the system chose between intervention a and b following some policy pi. The
transition graph shows that the policy chose a and the user might have gone to the Q-state a with probability
Pa or to the relieved state with probability 1 − Pa. If patient was not relieved and he/she is in state a a
reward of zero is assigned to this transition; on the other hand, if the patient is relieved a positive reward is
assigned. At this point, the only available intervention is b, because our design constraints indicate that the
same intervention cannot be applied more than once. Thereby, the system applied intervention b, and again,
the user might have gone to the terminal state ab in which case it would be penalized with a negative reward,
or it might have gone to the relieved state in which case it would be rewarded with a positive reward. Here,
1− pa and 1− pb are sampled from a beta distribution β(0.1, 1).
This short example shows the relationship between interventions, and Q-states. In addition, it illustrates
the relationship between the patient states, namely {stress, non− stress}, and the Q-states {∅, a, b, ab, r}.
Thus, if the user is in {r} Q-state, namely relieve, he/she is considered in the user {non-stress} state. How-
ever, if he/she is is in any of the remaining {∅, a, b, ab} Q-states, then he/she is considered in {stress} user
state.
Additional concepts, such as how the mechanism uses the user model to determine the patient new
treatment and the new emotional state, and how to obtain a policy and optimize it are addressed in the rest
of this dissertation.
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4.5 Predicting and Forecasting Stress
The purpose of this layer is to switch the system to its preventive mode and turning it into a Preventer.
Here, the system makes predictions about future stress values and these values are in turn used by the stress
management layer to deliver preventive interventions as shown in Figure 1.2.
In this case, we use Heart Rate Variability (HRV) which is one of the sensing layer outputs. At every
time t the sensing layer provides a new fresh HRV value, and the forecaster uses it along with the previous
{k, . . . , t− 1} to predict the HRV values at times t+ 1, t+ 2, and t+ 3.
This layer takes the form of a forecasting algorithm which is based on a first-order Hidden Markov
Model that uses the posterior predictive distribution density as the prediction method. Section 4.5.3, and
Algorithms 6 and 7 depict this approach.
4.5.1 Data
We use a real-world continuous physiological dataset in our experiments described below. This data
was collected as part of a larger study on the inferring stress from a suite of physiological measures [1].
Participants wore the AutoSense [8] system underneath their clothes for four weeks as they went about their
normal daily lives. Table 4.2 depicts the demography of the participant of the study. In this dissertation,
we only examine the ECG data and use Heart Rate Variability (HRV) as a proxy for stress. We used this
measure because it has been widely used in the literature [69–71] as one of the most important features for
stress recognition. HRV measurements are reported as averages over consecutive one minute windows.
In this work, we only examine the ECG data and use Heart Rate Variability (HRV) as a proxy for stress.
We used this measure because it has been widely used in the literature [69–71] as one of the most important
features for stress recognition. HRV measurements are reported as averages over consecutive one minute
windows.
4.5.2 Basic Definitions
HMMs are one of the probabilistic graphical approaches most widely used to model physical, behavioral,
and social phenomena. They are useful to model situations which involve time and processes whose states
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Table 4.2: Demographics of participants in the two studies [1].
Statistics Drug users Daily Smokers
of Participants 40 30
of Males 29 15
of Females 11 15
Age 41+10 24.25+6.25
Race White 19 19
African-American 20 8
Asian 0 3
Refuse 1 0
Education status High School Grad 40 0
University Grad 0 30
Employment status Full Time 15 6
Part Time 10 14
are not evident, but whose manifestations can be observed through sensor readings. A HMM is characterized
for the following elements:
Figure 4.5: HMM graphical model, k = T + h, and h is the forecasting horizon.
• The set of hidden states, CT = {C0 = i, C1, . . . , CT }.
• The observable process, XT = {x0, x1, . . . , xT }.
• The initial state probabilities, δ0 = Pr(C0 = i).
• The transition state probabilities, γij(t) = Pr(Cs+t = j|Cs = i).
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• The emission probabilities, γij(t) = Pr(Cs+t = j|Cs = i).
Here, transition, emission, and initial state probabilities are stochastic matrices.
4.5.3 Prediction Model
Our prediction model is based on the posterior predictive distribution, in which the set observations
XT = {x1, . . . , xT } are given, and we want to predict the xT+h distribution. The predictive distribution
can be computed as follows:
P (xT+h = i|X1:T ) =
∑
cT+h
Pr(xT+h, cT+h|X1:T )
=
∑
cT+h
Pr(xT+h|cT+h)Pr(cT+1|X1:T )
=
∑
cT+h
Pr(xT+h|cT+h)
∑
cT
Pr(cT+h, cT |X1:T )
=
∑
cT+h
Pr(xT+h|cT+h)
∑
cT
Pr(cT+h|cT )Pr(cT |X1:T )
=
∑
cT+h
Pr(xT+h|cT+h)
∑
cT
Pr(cT+h|cT )Pr(cT ,X1:T )Pr(X1:T )
= 1Pr(X1:T )
∑
cT+h
Pr(xT+1|cT+1)
∑
cT
Pr(cT+h|cT )α(cT )
Let us express Pr(cT ,X1:T )Pr(X1:T ) as ratio of likelihoods.
φT ← α(cT )∑
i α(cT (i))
= Pr(cT ,X1:T )Pr(X1:T )
Let us express the transitions, and emissions probabilities in matrix notation.
Γh ← Pr(xT+h|cT+h), Λ(x)← Pr(cT+h|cT )
Finally, we express the posterior predictive distribution in a matrix notation.
P (xT+1 = i|X1:T ) =
∑
i φΓ(i)
hλi(x) = φTΓ
hΛ(x)1
′
This distribution is computed by Algorithm 6 and Algorithm 7, respectively.
4.5.4 Prediction Algorithm
The HMM forecasting algorithm takes the form of Algorithms 6 and 7. Data processing, and HMM
parameter estimation take place in Algorithm 6. Here, the signal is discretized by using the Symbolic Ag-
gregate approximation algorithm (SAX) [72], which transforms the HRV time series in a new discrete series
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Algorithm 6: Parameter estimation.
input : i a new HRV value at time t, Time window XN+kN+1 of size k, number of states m, initial
estimations of Λ0,Γ0, andδ0
output: Λ, Γ, and δ
begin
Y← XN+kN+1
/* Discretizing a new HRV element */
si ← SAX(i)
/* Adding the new si value at the end of the time window */
Y← Y ∪ {si}
/* removing sj at the beginning of the time window */
Y← Y \ {sj}
/* Parameter estimation using Expectation Maximization
algorithm */
(Λ,Γ, δ)← EM (Y,Λ0,Γ0, δ0, m);
return (Λ,Γ, δ);
end
of alphabet size 20. Thereby, every minute, the sensing and stress recognition layer provides a new HRV
value i which is transformed by SAX into a new symbol si and it is added as a new element of the training
set. At the same time, the first element sk of the training set is removed (i.e., sliding window movement)
resulting in the new training set xN+1 . . . xN+k. Finally, the parameters of the HMM are estimated by using
the Expectation Maximization (EM) Algorithm. The parameters of the forecasting function include: The
current time window Y , the initial HMM parameters δ0, the TMP Γ0, and the emission probability matrix
Λ0.
Algorithm 7 corresponds to the forecasting component. At the beginning, we store all the different
symbols of the new discrete time series in array range. Then, the HMM parameters are estimated by
calling the function ParEstimate(Y δ0, the TMP Γ0,m) which corresponds to Algorithm 6. We
then call the function Forward() which uses as input the output of function ParEstimate to compute
the forward probability. The next three lines compute φ a ratio between the likelihood αT and the summation
of the likelihood components αT 1’. Next, in the outer for-loop we compute
∑
i φΓ(, i), which corresponds
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Algorithm 7: Posterior predictive distribution.
input : i a new HRV value at time t, X the time series, number of states m, initial estimations of
Λ0,Γ0, andδ0, H forecast horizon
output: forecastD a posterior predictive distribution
begin
/* range of symbols s of the discrete time series */
range← {s1, . . . , sk};
(Λ,Γ, δ, si)← ParEstimate(Y,Λ0,Γ0, δ0, m, i);
/* computing the forward probability */
α← Forward(Y,Λ,Γ, δ, m);
c← max(α[,n]);
/* Scaling the likelihood */
logk← c+log(sum(exp(α[,n]-c)));
left← exp(α(,n)-logk);
right← diag(m);
/* m × H matrix to store the predictive distributions */
storage← zeros(m, H);
prePredic← zeros(m, H);
for i← 1 to H do
right← right ×Γ;
storage(:,i)← storage(:,i) + left × right;
for j ← 1 to |range| do
forcast← forcast + storage(:,i) ×λij
end
end
return forcast;
end
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to the state prediction distribution Pr(CT+i = x|X1:T ). The resulting columns’ vectors are then stored in
them×H matrix storage, wherem is the number of hidden states, andH is the forecasting horizon. In the
inner for-loop, we compute the posterior distribution σ(T+h) =
∑
j φΓ(, i)×λij , ∀sj , j = 1, . . . , |range|.
Thereby, for each symbol s the next h-step probability σ(T + h) = Pr(XT+h = i|X1:T ) is computed by∑
j φΓ
h(, i)× Λ. Finally, the most probable symbol is computed as s∗T+h = arg max[σT+h(s)]∀s.
4.5.4.1 Forecasting Algorithm Time Complexity
The time complexity for our forecasting proposal depends on the complexity of Algorithms 6 and 7, re-
spectively. In the former case, the time complexity is given by the algorithm’s most expensive computation,
namely the estimation of the HMM parameters by using the EM() algorithm. In the latter case, the algorithm
calls the function ParEstimate() which corresponds to Algorithm 6 and then calls the Forward() algo-
rithm to compute the predictive state density. Khreich et al. [73] and Saloja¨rvi et al. [73] showed that given
a time series of length T and a N state HMM, the time complexity per iteration for the EM and Forward
algorithms is O(N2T ). Thereby, the time complexity of our forecasting algorithm is driven by the sum of
the time complexities of EM and Forward algorithms, namely, O(N2T ).
4.6 Remarks
This chapter presents the core of this dissertation, namely a preventive just-in-time intervention system.
This is possible thanks to the combination of our forecasting algorithm and our model free method to select
interventions.
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CHAPTER 5
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
5.1 Note to the Reader
Part of this chapter was submitted to IEEE-Transactions on Affective Computing [15] Journal and it is
still under review.
5.2 Forecasting Experiments
In this section we describe the metrics and experiment used to evaluate our proposal. In a first part,
we run a set o experiment to show that it is feasible to have an intuition about the user’s future stress
behavior. Using real HRV data, we compute the posterior predictive distribution density for one, two, and
three minutes-ahead. We use the Mean Absolute Error, the Index of Agreement, and the Coefficient of
determination to measure the performance of our forecasting methodology.
In the second part, we evaluate our mechanism to select interventions. This evaluation is done in two
stages, in the first stage, we compare the performance of the policy learned by using our algorithm vs a
random policy in relieving a patient from stress. In the second stage, we compare the performance of using
our methodology to select interventions vs CALM [13] a proposal for intervention selection based on value
iteration. We also discuss, additional issues such as the time complexity as well as the learning rate of both
methodologies.
A set of three experiments were carried out to measure the ability of our forecasting mechanism to
predict stress. In all the experiments, the training set corresponds to a sliding window of a thousand minutes
which runs through a HRV time series.
Thereby, every minute, a training set Y along with the initial parameters described in Table 5.3 are
used as input of the Expectation Maximization algorithm (EM) [38] to optimize the initial parameters and
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Figure 5.1: One step-ahead forecasting using a four hidden states Poisson HMM.
Figure 5.2: Two step-ahead forecasting using a four hidden states Poisson HMM.
Figure 5.3: Three step-ahead forecasting using a four hidden states Poisson HMM.
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Figure 5.4: Capturing the data trend.
re-compute the HMM model. Then, the new parameters are used as input of Algorithm 7 to compute the
likelihood for the potential candidates to be the next sequence element in the series. Finally, the one with
the maximum likelihood is selected as the predicted element. Each experiment was repeated fifteen times to
reach statistical significance. An instance or repetition consists of forecasting a hundred minutes (e.g., using
one, two, or three minutes-ahead forecasting approach) of HRV using the parameters specified in Table 5.3.
Furthermore, the contrast between the observed values of the raw series and the predicted values ob-
tained through our algorithm were compared to determine the efficacy the our forecasting methodology.
Error indexes such mean absolute error (MAE), and root mean square error (RMSE) were selected as the
evaluation metrics because they are widely used in literature to understand the magnitudes of the forecasting
errors and the accuracy of the models [74–77]. The values of MAE and RMSE fluctuate from 0 to +∞, and
their units are the same as the units of the actual data. Singh [66] stated that the RMSE and MAE values less
than half of the actual data standard deviation may be considered low and good indicator of an appropriate
model.
In addition, we selected the index of agreement d developed by Willmot [78] as a standardized measure
of the degree of model prediction error. This index represents the ratio between the mean square error and
the potential error, and varies between 0 and 1, a value of 1 indicates a perfect agreement between the actual
and forecasted values, while 0 indicates total disagreement.
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Finally, we used the coefficient of determination r2, this well known index refers to forecasting errors
in relation to the mean. R2 fluctuates between 0 and 1 and since it is the outcome of a ratio it tells us
the percentage of the total variation (errors square) explained by the forecasting method in relation to the
mean. Higher values indicating less error variance, and typically values greater than 0.5 are considered
acceptable [79, 80].
These indexes were computed following the definition stated in Table 5.1. Here, St and Ot correspond
to the predicted and observed values at time t, and N to the number of predictions.
Table 5.1: Evaluation metrics used in this dissertation.
Metric Description Definition
MAE Mean Absolute Error 1N
∑N
i=1
∣∣(St −Ot)2∣∣
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
√
1
N
∑N
i=1(St −Ot)2
d Index of Agreement 1−
∑N
t=1(Ot−St)2∑N
i=t(|St−Oˆ|+|Ot−Oˆ|)2
r2 Coefficient of determination 1− SSresSStot
5.2.1 Experiment Parameters
We carried out a set of three experiments, and for each experiment, we used the one, two, and three
minutes-ahead forecasting approach. We repeated experiments one, two, and three with four, three, and two
hidden states. Table 5.2 summarizes the initial parameters common to all experiments, while Table 5.3
shows the specific set of parameters for each experiment.
5.2.2 Experiment Results
Table 5.4 summarizes the results for the three experiments. The first, second, third, and four table rows
show the experiment number, the forecasting approach (i.e., one, two, and three minutes-ahead), the number
of hidden states used for that experiment, and the metric values computed for each experiment.
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Table 5.2: Forecasting initial parameters common to all experiments.
Parameters Value
Number of experiments 3
Number of participats 10
Number of repetitions per experiment 15
Time series size 4506 minutes of HRV
Distribution Poisson
Parameter estimation EM Algorithm
Forecasting range 100
Forecasting horizon (h) 1-3
Training set size 1000
Type of training set Sliding Window
Lambda kmeans(training-set, m)
Table 5.3: Forecasting experiment initial specific parameters.
Parameters Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
Hidden states (m) 4 3 2
Transition-Prob matrix

0.7 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.1 0.7 0.1 0.1
0.1 0.1 0.7 0.1
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7


0.9 0.05 0.05
0.05 0.9 0.05
0.05 0.05 0.9

0.9 0.1
0.1 0.9

Delta (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25) (0.333, 0.333, 0.333) (0.5, 0.5)
Table 5.4: Forecasting experiment results.
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
Predict approach (mins-ahead) 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
Hidden States 4 3 2
MAE 1.88 2.99 3.19 1.91 3.12 3.49 2.16 3.14 3.27
RMSE 2.36 3.66 3.94 2.35 4.00 4.30 2.66 3.95 4.13
d 0.87 0.67 0.60 0.89 0.64 0.56 0.87 0.72 0.69
r2 0.71 0.26 0.18 0.7 0.2 0.12 0.59 0.24 0.2
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After discretization the minimum and maximum values of the time series were 3 and 20 respectively,
with standard deviation sd of 6.83. These values help us to make sense about the error indexes MAE and
RMSE. For the first experiment where we used 4 hidden states, and a training set of 1000 samples, we
obtained RMSE values of 1.88 2.99 3.19 for one, two, and three minutes ahead predictions. All these values
are still below of half of sd of the actual data. This values represents the sd deviation of the errors, namely
the difference between the actual and predicted values, while MAE measures the variance of this errors.
The index of agreement keeps above 0.5 in all the experiment, and especially high for one step ahead
prediction. Finally, in all the experiment the coefficient of determination r2 drops for predictions with
horizon greater than one. As can be observed in Table 5.4 there is little difference in terms of the coefficient
of determination (r2) and Index of Agreement (d) when the HMM forecaster was used with four and three
hidden states. However, in terms of computational cost, prediction using four states is more costly. Thus,
using three states offers a good trade-off between prediction accuracy and computational cost.
The type of forecasting used in this project is not recursive, namely the forecasted value xt was not used
to predict the next element xt+1. Instead, the sensing and stress recognition layer provides us a new xt value
every minute, which in turns is used to forecast the {xt+1, xt+2, xt+3} values at the same time. Figure 5.4
shows a zoom out of the first 50 minutes of forecasting, here we can see that even though the algorithm does
not predict exactly the next point at times xt+2, xt+3}, the system predicts the distribution or the trend of
the future values.
5.3 Stress Intervention Experiments
5.3.1 Simulation Settings
We simulated the intervention system using a mathematical model of the patient reaction to the inter-
ventions. Carrying out simulations before testing with actual subjects is important due to the online nature
of the experiments. Namely, the system must be fully functional and optimized before performing costly
experiments on real human beings. The platform also provides a suitable testbed to try out new ideas before
deployment with real users.
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We modeled a patient by a beta distribution p(s|t1, . . . , tN ) corresponding to the factor graph shown
in Figure 4.3. The probability of not having stress under a set of interventions was sampled from a beta
distribution with the parameters α = 0.1 and β = 1.
Algorithm 8: Simulated experiments for the intervention system.
begin
for experiment in 1:100 do
for each combination c of interventions do
model(s—c) = sampleBeta (alpha=.1, beta=1);
end
for episode in 1:1000 do
treatment(:) = 0;
while stress and remaining interventions do
intervention = QLpickIntervention (treatment);
treatment(intervention) = 1;
stress = sampleBinom (model(treatment));
QLlearn (treatment, intervention, stress);
end
end
end
end
5.3.2 QL vs Random Policy
The goal of this experiment is to compare the performance of a random policy vs that of a policy obtained
by using QL in relieving a patient from stress. In order to do that, we compare the average number of steps
per episode that each of these policies takes to find the intervention that relieves the patient. One thousand
episodes were executed and the experiment was repeated 100 times. Finally the results were averaged. In
the second experiment we compare the performance of two policies using 1000 episodes, and each episode
was computed 100 times to measure its variability.
5.3.3 Experiment Parameters
A bruteforce search of the QL algorithm parameters was made. Table 5.5 summarizes the parameters,
their search space and the best resulting combination. Each set of parameters was evaluated over ten simu-
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Table 5.5: QL parameter search data.
Parameter Min Value Step Max Value Best value
α 0.6 0.05 0.9 .8
λ 0.7 0.05 1 .8
relief reward 10 10 100 10
intervention cost -10 2 0 -6
lations with different random patient models. The mean number of interventions was the chosen metric to
minimize. The obtained set of parameters was used for the remaining experiments.
After that, 100 different models were generated using this sampling technique. For each of the models,
1000 episodes were simulated. In each episode, the patient stress was set and the QL system was executed.
For each intervention, the probability of stress was taken from the conditional probability of the patient
model. Algorithm 8 summarizes this. We also implemented a simple system that picked interventions at
random. This system served as a way of measuring how difficult it was to relieve stress under the current
models.
5.3.4 Experiment Results and Discussion
Figure 5.5 corresponds to an experiment instance, namely the result of running 1000 episodes without
repetition. In this experiment the x-axes correspond to the number of episodes, and the y-axes to the average
number of steps per episode needed to relieve a patient from stress. Here, at the second episode both policies
delivered around 7 out of 10 interventions to relieve the patient from stress. This agrees with the fact that the
system does not know anything about the effect of the intervention on the patient’s stress states. However,
at the 50 episode the QL just need to deliver 5 interventions, and at episode 100 around 2.5 interventions.
Figure 5.6 shows the result of running the previous experiment 100 times, the average per every 1000
execution is computed and at the end, the average of the 100 executions is calculated. Finally, the standard
deviation of the 100 exclusions is shown at the top of each bar.
Finally, Figure 5.7 shows the average and standard deviation per episode performed by QL (blue) vs
random (red) algorithms over 1000 iterations.
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Figure 5.5: Average number of intervention to relieve stress.
A Student’s t-test was performed on the data obtained from all repetitions of the experiment. The
number of interventions was found to be significantly different for the QL and Random algorithms with a
p < 1e− 15.
5.3.5 QL vs CALMA
The goal of this experiment is to compare the performance of CALMA [13] vs QL. Here, as before, we
compare the average number of steps per episode that these methods take to find the correct intervention or
combination of them that relieves patients from stress.
Unlike QL CALMA is not completely an online learning mechanism. Thereby, this algorithm which is
based on value iteration has to create a transition probability matrix (TPM) using a pre-determined number
of episodes. The intervention selection during the training stage follows a random policy, which means that
the TPM is learned from a random policy.
As in the previous set of experiments, we compare the performance of the policies obtained by QL vs
CALMA using training sets of size 20 and 40, during 1000 episodes. Again, the experiments were repeated
100 times, and the average, and standard deviation of the 100 repetitions was computed.
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Figure 5.6: Cumulative average of the number of interventions per episode to relieve stress.
Figure 5.7: Average number of intervention to relieve stress, variability per episode, 100 repetitions.
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5.3.6 Experiment Parameter
For QL and CALMA we use the same set of parameters, namely, the one listed in Table 5.5. In addition,
we use training sets of size 20, and 40 episodes to train CALMA.
5.3.7 Experiment Results and Discussion
Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.10 show the accumulated average in graph bars, additionally the standard devia-
tion among the 100 repetition is shown at the top of each bar. Here, the results are very similar, however the
running time of CALMA is significatively greater than the running time of QL. The creation of TMP adds
an extra complexity time complexity that make the algorithm not suitable to run in the mobile environment.
Figure 5.8: Random policy Vs QL Vs value iteration with a TrainingSize =20.
5.4 Remarks
This chapter presents the performance evaluation of our proposed preventive just-in-time intervention.
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Figure 5.9: Cumulative average random policy Vs QL Vs value iteration with a TrainingSize =20.
Figure 5.10: Cumulative average random policy Vs QL Vs value iteration with a TrainingSize =40.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
This chapter summarizes the most relevant findings and results of this dissertation and includes a number
of ideas for future research in privacy-preserving mechanisms for participatory sensing.
6.1 Summary of Results and Findings
In the first case, we used a real data set from the AutoSense [8] project, this system developed by the
University of Memphis is able to recognize stress in natural environments with up to 90% of accuracy.
We developed a forecasting mechanism based on a Poisson Hidden Markov model that uses this dataset
to compute the posterior predictive distribution to predict HRV values with one, two, and three minutes
ahead. We ran a set of three experiments using two, three, and four hidden states. In all the cases, the
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) was less than half of standard deviation of the actual data, and the agreement
between the actual and predicted time series represented by the index of agreement d was greater or equal
than 87%, 67%, 60% for one, two, and three minutes ahead respectively, using four hidden states, and 1000
units of HRV as training set.
In the second case, we showed a reinforcement learning based approach to optimize the selection of the
interventions in order to maximize the effectiveness of the treatments. We did not assume any knowledge
about the effect of applying an intervention on the patient stress state. In order to simulate this effect, we
used a model based on a beta distribution. We sampled from β(0.1, 1) to assign probabilities P and 1−P to
the transitions between the stress and relieve states, and stress and stress states, respectively. Thus, most of
the time P will be close to zero, meaning that is very likely that the application of an intervention will fail to
relieve a patient from stress. Despite this adverse scenario, our algorithm learned a policy for intervention
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selection that is able to relieve a patient from stress using an average 2.8 out of 10 interventions, unlike the
random policy that required an average 7.
Thereby, we have proved that it is possible to build an intervention system with the capability of not
only treating patients from current stress episodes, but also with the ability to predict and prevent potential
stressful episodes.
As a future work, we would like to better characterize the stress signal shape. A better understanding
of the stress signal behavior may help us to understanding when, and for how long to intervene, as well as
better assess the effectiveness of the interventions.
We also want to address the challenges in terms of online learning in both the prediction and the in-
tervention layers. We believe that the introduction of a priori knowledge of the patient preferences for
treatments and context information is important to accelerate the intervention layer’s learning process and
increase each intervention success rate.
Besides, we would like to to implement this system in a mobile environment to explore the system’s
usability by the designing and running of experimental studies.
Finally, we want to explore the effect of burden on the intervention’s user experience (i.e. what is level of
the user tolerance to false positives) as well as the role of user incentives to encourage the user participation
and retention.
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